vaporizers (K1 and K2), each equipped with a flowmeter for oxygen inflow to the vaporizer (A and B), a selector (G), a mixing chamber (F), flowmeters for bypass oxygen, -nitrous oxide and -cyclopropane (C. D and E) and a respiratory circle (patent pending 35-45089). If one puts different volatile anesthetics into each vaporizer, for instance fluothane to the first vaporizer (K1) and ether to the second one(K2), the re spective concentrations of fluothane and ether and the mixing ratio of fluothane /ether in a gas mixture supplied to the inhaler can be regulated easily, accurately and expediently by simply controlling the diluent or bypass flow (Fd) and the oxygen inflow to the copper kettle 1 and 2(Fk1 and F k2).
If only one agent is desired ;to be administered, the selector 'should be switched to such a direction as the anesthetic vapor desired can pass through the selector towards the mixing chamber.
In our first trial product one vaporizer was made a little larger than the other. Basis for this difference in size is discussed later in this paper.
2.Performance characteristics (theoretical)
As previously described by Morris1) and Feldmanand Morris2) oxygen which flows through a liquid anesthetic is finely dispersed by passing through a sintered bronze disk (porex),and the magnitude of tiny bubbles leadsto maximal vaporization efficiency by providing a greatly increased surface for the liquid-gas interface.
In other words, the oxygen passed through the copper kettle vaporizer containing a volatile anesthetic agent is to be saturated instantaneously by the anesthetic vapor at the particular working temperature.
Therefore, the performance characteristics of the new double copper kettle machine are well expressed with the formulas described below.
The marks used in these functions are defined as follows :
Fd(cc. /min.) : Diluent or bypass flow. Sum of gas flows which directly go to the mixing chamber. Fkl(cc. /min.) : Kettle flow 1. When only one vaporizer is to be used the relationship between these variables could be given in simpler equations :
As P1 and P2 are constant with each agent at the particular temperature, A and B are dependent upon Fd, Fk1, and Fk2 in the formulas (1) and (2). On the contrary, if the desired concentrations of each drug (A, B) mixing ratio (A/B), and diluent flow (Fd) are given Fk1 and Fk2 are obtained from the equations (1), (2), (3) and (4).
As a direct calculation of desired values from these equations are somewhat complex and time-consuming, it seems to be necessary to provide a simple flow temperature-concentration nomogram or a calculator for the convenience of practical use of this machine. On the practical application of Table I , a few simple calculations are necessary as the nomogram is prepared for the case in which Fd and the sum of concentra tion of fluothane and ether are fixed to 5000 cc./min. and 1% v/v respectively.
(1) In a case in which Fd other than 5000 cc./min. is desired, for example mX5000 cc./min., then multiply the Fk1,, and Fk2, by m. (1) and (2) ). Ex.1 represents a gaseous mixture containing 1%fluothane and 1% ether in volume percent and the total concentration of the anesthetic vapors is 2%. Instead of "diluent flow." total gas flow was used in this scale in order to make the calculator as compact as possible.
The relationship between total gas flow (Ft) and diluent flow (Fd) is well described in the following formula. We are using this calculator with great satisfaction in clinical anesthesia and laboratory investigations.
3.Performance characteristics (measured)
Actual vaporization performance of our first machine was described in Figs. 4 and 5. Performance of individual vaporizer ina single use and that of two vaporizers in combined use were tested with dry gas meter andfurther confirmed with an ultraviolet absorption technique previously described by Kalow3) and MacKay and Kalow4) and modified by us. It is now possible to do a "precision anesthesia" using two volatile anesthetic agents with this apparatus.
